COE Curriculum Committee Minutes  
April 24, 2013  
10:00 – 11:00  
CEB – 399

Present: Lisa Bendixen, Alice Corkill, Jane McCarthy (Proxy for Linda Quinn), and Jian Wang  
Absent: Jeff Gelfer and Maria Ramirez  
Guest: Christine Clark

Meeting Minutes:

Change of Curriculum and Instruction Doctoral Program Cultural Studies and International Education emphasis proposed by Dr. Clark from T&L  
• Dr. Clark presented the reasons for changing the emphasis title from Emphasis in Cultural Studies and International Education to Emphasis in Cultural Studies, International Education, & Multicultural Education and for adding, CIG 662-Theory and Research in Multicultural Education as an additional required course  
• Motion to accept (Corkill), seconded (Bendixen).  
• Vote: Unanimous in favor, motion carried.

Change of Educational Psychology Masters of Science Program proposed by Dr. Corkill from EPHE  
• Dr. Corkill presented the reasons for eliminating an internship with a professional paper as an option to the culminating experiences in the program  
• Motion to accept (McCarthy), seconded (Wang).  
• Vote: Unanimous in favor, motion carried.

Change of Educational Psychology Masters of Science Online Program proposed by Dr. Corkill from EPHE  
• Dr. Corkill presented the reasons for adding online delivery format to the Educational Psychology Masters of Science program  
• Motion to accept (McCarthy), seconded (Bendixen).  
• Vote: Unanimous in favor, motion carried.

Change of Educational Psychology Ph.D. Foundations Program proposed by Dr. Corkill from EPHE  
• Dr. Corkill presented the reasons for replacing EPY 730-Advanced Research Methods and an elective course with EPY 719-Advanced Qualitative Research and EPY 732-Multiple Regression and Path Analysis and replacing the two elective courses with EPY 733-Multivariate Statistics and one additional qualitatively-oriented research methods course  
• Motion to accept (McCarthy), seconded (Bendixen).  
• Vote: Unanimous in favor, motion carried.
Change of Learning & Technology Ph.D. Program proposed by Dr. Nussbaum from EPHE

• Dr. Corkill presented the reasons for replacing EPY730-Research Methods with EPY732-Multiple Regression and Path Analysis, adding EPY726-Advanced Evaluation Research Methods, EPY729-Case Study Analysis, EPY738-Interpretive Analysis of Text and Discourse, EPY745-Categorical/Nonparametric Data Analysis, EPY746-Multilevel Statistical Modeling, and EPY747-Large-Scale Analysis of Secondary Data Sets, and deleting EPY787-Independent Research, and EPY790-Research Design in Education from the program.

• Motion to accept (Corkill), seconded (McCarthy).

• Vote: Unanimous in favor, motion carried.

No new business

Adjourned at 11:00 AM

Respectfully submitted by Jian Wang